
The Office Guide to Back Pain 
4 ways to relieve back pain, in office, so you’re ready


for full participation in sports and workouts by shift’s end
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Back pain can be a real pain in the… 
But you have a life, so you don’t have time to be getting your… kicked 
Because you’d rather be out there kicking some… oh to heck with it… 

ASS! 

It happens to the best of us; athletes, weekend warriors, desk jockeys.  
Low back pain is one of the least bias conditions on earth; it knows no 

loyalties. 

Statistically speaking, if you have not already, you will likely experience 
back pain at some point in your life whether you ask for it or not.   

However, with posturing, meditation, movement and positioning, back 
pain can disappear as spontaneously as it began.

HELLO!

TPT
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TimelessPT.com

Listen, at Timeless Physical Therapy, we get “TIME,” okay…? it’s kind of our 
thing.  Nobody wants to waste their time at home mindlessly transitioning 
through Jane Fonda-esque stretches from the living room floor.  Further, no 
one wants to be slowed down by back pain, so lets keep it simple and zero-in 
on the things that have helped countless clientele of  
Timeless Physical Therapy.  Here are the four ways to relieve back pain: 

-Posturing 
-Meditation 
-Mobility 
-Positioning 

When it comes to pain, patience is key.  Just like dating, you and your body 
need time to get to know each other for a successful relationship of pain 
management.  Get ready to swipe right, Timeless Physical Therapy is here to 
facilitate that process. 

If there are activities you want to get back to, I certainly recommend calling 
Timeless Physical Therapy for a FREE phone consultation.   

Your time is precious, so lets keep this brief.  In a 10 minute phone call with 
our Doctor of Physical Therapy, let us help determine if you are truly a good 
candidate for physical therapy. 

Click below to schedule your FREE phone consultation with a Doctor of 
Physical Therapy. 

Your friend, 

Dr Nick Vernola Jr PT, DPT, SDN 

CLICK for FREE phone consult

https://www.timelesspt.com/book-online

http://TimelessPT.com
https://www.timelesspt.com/book-online
https://www.timelesspt.com/book-online
http://TimelessPT.com
https://www.timelesspt.com/book-online
https://www.timelesspt.com/book-online
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POSTURING
You’re stuck at an office desk for a majority of your work day so lets get you 
as comfortable as possible while sitting at it.  

Naturally, the lower back has a subtle curve; dipping inward, from behind, 
toward your belly.  However, the way YOUR particular body is made is 
differently than the next person’s; the environmental demands life throws at 
YOUR body are different as well.  All this to say that your lower back can be 
more exposed to forces increasing or decreasing its curve.   

The same way you would get tired, bored, and probably a little frustrated, 
having the same thing for breakfast lunch and dinner, your lower back gets 
tired of the same postures.  Try feeding your back something new during the 
work day.   

The way your back rests in an office chair may be exposing it to a position it 
already gets enough of through the day. With something as simple as a 
towel rolled to approximately forearm width, you can drastically change your 
pain levels while sitting and improve your sitting endurance.   

To help increase the natural curve in your back, 
try a “Lumbar Roll.”  Take the aforementioned 
towel roll and place it at the small of your back; 
just above the belt line.  With the towel in place, 
scoot your hips back in the chair to press the 
towel between your body and backrest of your 
seat.  
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You can experiment with both positions to see which your back prefers, it’ll 
let you know… trust me.   

For a more in depth analysis of your back and possible postural 
preferences, get in to see one of our doctors of physical therapy.  

Now that you’re postured a little more comfortably, lets talk muscle tension. 

To help decrease the curve in your back try a 
“Reverse Lumbar Roll.”  Take the same towel 
roll and place it just under your thighs half way 
to your knees.  The towel placement in this 
example should flatten your back against the 
backrest of your seat.  You may notice that this 
elevates your feet slightly off the floor, so you 
may want to put a small stool under your feet so 
they can stay planted for good ergonomics.  But 
how do you decide which to go with?
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MEDITATION
The evidence supporting meditation as a way to decrease low back muscle 
tension is irrefutable.   

Lets break down the influencers of your muscle tension into two nervous 
systems: fight or flight and rest and relax.   

The fight or flight nervous system leads to increased muscle tension to help 
you survive dangerous situations.   

The rest and relax nervous system places energy efforts on other bodily 
function allowing muscle tension to diminish. 

For the fight or flight nervous system to kick in, you don’t actually need to be 
chased by a bear.  The “bears” of modern day society can include sitting in 
traffic, family disagreements, passive aggressive texts from friends, and the 
list goes on.  The way most of us people live our lives, we are more in a 
constant state of increased muscular tension from stress.  It’s no wonder 
we’re stiff as boards by the end of a work day. 

Find your zen with a 5-30 minute “guided meditation” from your office chair or 
floor.  Meditating has been shown to increase your body’s emphasis on the 
rest and relax nervous system while, in turn, decreasing low back muscle 
tension.  

A good supplement to meditation is Slow Prānāyāma Breathing (SPB).  The 
yoga derived breathing practice has three focuses to promote regulation of 
the rest and relax nervous system while decreasing low back musculature 
tension. 

-Inhalation 
-Retention  
-Exaltation  
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The way our Doctors of Physical Therapy suggest carrying out this ancient 
breathing practice of SPB:  

Okay, so lets say you don’t feel like picking your nose in the name of muscle 
tension. 

Diaphragmatic or “Belly” Breathing is a practice, much like SPB, which has been 
shown to decrease muscle tension.  This technique can be performed by 
inhaling slowly through your nose or mouth, while expanding at your belly, NOT 
your chest.  Try to visualize air flowing in through your nose, past your rib cage, 
and dumping straight into your stomach.  When you release the air, allow the 
belly to collapse while slowly bowing through pure lips in a similar fashion to 
SLP.   

The great thing about meditation, SPB and diaphragmatic breathing is that they 
all can be performed from the quiet and comfort of your office desk or floor. 

Mind and body are now settled in your office dwelling between posturing and 
meditation… but sometimes, our low back craves something more.

1) Cover one nostril, slowly inhale 
through the other for a count of five 
seconds  

2) Hold your breath for five seconds 

3) Keep the same nostril, slowly exhale 
through the other for a count of five 
seconds 
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MOVEMENT
If your lower back was Superman, its kryptonite would be immobility.  The outer 
margins of vertebral discs receive nourishment through movement.  The 
pressure on and off of the discs create a flow of nutrient rich blood.  
Sometimes, when your back gets achy during the work day, it’s just politely 
asking you for some “food”… so feed it! 

An easy way to help 
with some lower back 

pain is to perform some 
“Pelvic Tilts” from the 
comfort of your office 

chair or floor.  The way I 
like to describe this 

movement- tilting your 
hips forward then 

backward OR posing as 
“Beyonce” then “Michael 

Jackson.

The Pelvic Tilts should be performed within a pain free range of motion.  If 
there is a tilt that is particularly relieving to stress in your lower back, try 
holding it for 3 seconds before tilting to the other. 

Your lower back’s affinity for one pop star versus the other (Forward/Beyonce 
versus Backward/Michael Jackson pelvic tilt) will likely coincide with your 
posturing preference discussed earlier.  For example, if you prefer the 
“Lumbar Roll” for posturing in your seat, you may want to hold your tilt into the 
Forward/Beyonce position; "Reverse Roll” see Michael Jackson.   

I don’t know about you, but all this talk about singing and dancing legends has 
me wanting to jump out of my seat… SO LETS DO IT!
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POSITIONING
James Brown says it right in his classic hit “Get Up.”  For similar reasons to 
why we suggest varying the aforementioned postures in which we sit, the body 
also appreciates being in different positions altogether.   

Now, don’t get me wrong, sitting can be great.  However, the length of time we 
sit can be a problem… so try standing up periodically through the work day. 

The work day leaves us sitting for hours on end; degeneration of muscle can 
occur in as little as one hour.  Typically, sitting doesn’t challenge core 
musculature in a way that keeps it strong.  However, the act of standing can 
maintain core musculature in a way that helps prevent pain.   

A great solution to the amount of sitting we are exposed to on a daily basis is 
through the implementation of a standing desk.  There are a lot of great 
employers out there; many of which provide desk modifications simply by 
asking.  

Standing desks work differently for everyone.  Standing all day isn’t the 
necessarily going to be the end of all low back pain.  Sometimes we need to 
alternate through the two positions, sitting then standing then sitting then… 
well… standing again.  Try alternating periodically through the day.  It takes 
some self exploration to figure out that sweet spot for time; 30, 45 or 60 
minutes and so on.    
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CONGRATULATIONS!!
If you made it this far, your tenacity is commendable.  Those who are 
successful in management of low back pain are typically more active in 
their treatment.   

Now, lets call security and escort this back pain out of the office… shall 
we?   

While I can’t be your body guard from pain I can provide guidance for you 
to act as your own security and toss pain out the lobby door.  

If you’re ready to take the next step in kicking that back pain to the curb for 
good, I’ll be waiting for you.  Click below for a FREE phone consultation 
with one of our doctors of physical therapy so we can create a long term 
and PERSONALIZED approach to the longevity of your health and 
happiness.

At the physician’s office, you’ll talk an average of 8 seconds prior to 
interruption; we want to hear the whole story.  

If physical therapy, or our clinic in general, is not  
a good fit for you, let us take the time to find 
someone who is. 

Let’s talk soon.  

CLICK for FREE phone consult
https://www.timelesspt.com/book-online
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